In and About the State

GREATEST MINES NOT OPENED.

Experts Investigate the Vertical Ledges of the Hills.

The State board of mining commissioner's investigation of the vertical ledges of the Hills of South Dakota is nearing its close. The board's work has included a study of the vertical ledges of the Hills of South Dakota, and the board is now engaged in the investigation of the vertical ledges of the Hills of South Dakota. The board's work has included a study of the vertical ledges of the Hills of South Dakota, and the board is now engaged in the investigation of the vertical ledges of the Hills of South Dakota.

BIG CUT IN FREIGHT RATES.

Western South Dakota favored by the reduction in freight rates.

A reduction in freight rates has been made by the Western South Dakota. This reduction has been made possible by the Western South Dakota, which has been organized to reduce the freight rates on the Western South Dakota. The reduction in freight rates has been made possible by the Western South Dakota, which has been organized to reduce the freight rates on the Western South Dakota.

HIRE TEACHERS FOR NEXT TERM.

Attorney General Clark Goes New York.

Attorney General Clark has gone to New York to hire teachers for the next term. This is a significant development in the effort to hire teachers for the next term. It is a significant development in the effort to hire teachers for the next term. The Attorney General has gone to New York to hire teachers for the next term.

THIEVES DEN UNAERIRED.

Three Workers of One Family Shot While Being Robbed.

The street at Midnight of a busy family of three was the scene of a robbery in which three workers of one family were shot. The workers were shot while being robbed. The robbery was committed by a group of men who had been watching the family for some time.

BOY SAVES MOTHER'S LIFE.

Kearney, Neb., April 2.—Six-year-old Jimmie B. was taken to the hospital last night after being shot by a hail of bullets from the family's gun. The boy saved his mother's life by throwing the bullets out of the window.

FIRE SWEEPS OVER FARMS.

House, Barns and Garmentery Destroyed.

A fire swept through the countryside last night, destroying several houses, barns, and garmenteries. The fire was started by an accident, and the damage is estimated at several thousand dollars.

SOUTH DAKOTA SOCIALISTS Meet.

South Dakota Socialists Meet in Pierre.

The South Dakota Socialists met in Pierre last night. The meeting was called to discuss the conditions in South Dakota and to consider measures for their improvement.

DODGER TO DO WORK.

Governor and Crook jets at Belle Fourche.

After several months of controversy, the problem of the Dodger to do work was solved when Governor and Crook jets arrived at Belle Fourche. The Dodger was to do work at Belle Fourche, and it was decided that the Dodger should do work at Belle Fourche.

PUBLIC TENDENCY.

The public tendency of the Hills of South Dakota is being investigated by the board of mining commissioners. The board is investigating the public tendency of the Hills of South Dakota.

DOGS "SHREW" MILES.

Animal Does Not Like Her New Master.

A dog that was given new masters last week returned to her old master. The dog had been given new masters, but she preferred her old master.

NEW LAW ON PRIMARY LAW.

South Dakota Legislature Approves New Primary Law.

The South Dakota Legislature has approved a new primary law. The new primary law has been approved by the South Dakota Legislature.

CALL IN A DISCARD.

Grand Jury Returns for County.

The grand jury has returned for the county. The jury was called to investigate the cases which were brought before it.

KANALE IS HOLPUL.

Alleged Murderer Released.

The alleged murderer was released from jail. The jury found that there was no probable cause to believe that the accused was guilty of the crime charged.

FARMERS' Gun Halts Robbers.

Eighteen bandits were stopped by Attorneys' Gun.

A farmer was stopped by Attorneys' Gun. He was holding a gun which he said was loaded with bullets. The farmer was stopped by Attorneys' Gun.

FROM BUNNY ORANGE GROVER.

The Tender-Leaf Experience of a Free Nomad.,